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“Man follows only phantoms”
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1 Schematic of Lexical Access and Selection. As information be-
comes available to the visual system, features of the perceived stimulus
activate all underlying representations serving to facilitate recognition of
the word. Competitive interactions between nodes in the representation
select the ensemble that best fits the currently sampled information. In
this schematic, the activity of neural ensembles related to the letter H
is sharpened as more information is revealed and the correct cohort is
selected from all possible representations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
2 ERP primary letter effects in occipital cortex of patient #8. Lex-
ical processing of primary letter word forms in patient #8 occurred later
than selection of individual letter forms. Sensitivity to individual letter
forms frequently peaked at multiple post stimulus-latencies. A N200 let-
ter identity related peak followed by a more significant P300 wave was
found in posterior sites. Temporal cortical areas possessed similar N200
activity but peaked in response to letter identity at 400 ms (P400). In
posterior occipital sites, word form sensitive ERPs were observed as a
negative going wave at 200 ms (N200) and more strongly as a positive
deflection centered around 400 ms post stimulus. Black dotted lines il-
lustrate the average response across all presentations for words (column
1) or letters (column 2). The stimulus group with the highest or lowest
amplitude at the time point of the minimum p value is indicated in red
or blue respectively. A horizontal bar in included above each ERP plot
to illustrate clusters of significant ANOVA p values (p < 0.01). . . . . . . 9
3 ERP primary letter effects in ventral temporal cortex of pa-
tient #8. Anterior fusiform gyrus exhibited later stimulus related ERPs
compared to posterior fusiform sites. The latency difference in stimulus
related responses was greater for words than for letters, suggesting a role
for posterior fusiform gyrus in early lexical processing. Black dotted lines
illustrate the average across all presentations for words (column 1) or let-
ters (column 2). The letter group with the highest or lowest amplitude
at the time point of the minimum p value is indicated in red or blue,
respectively. A horizontal bar illustrating clusters of significant p values
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xAbstract
Cohort-Selective High–Gamma Rhythms Support Hierarchical Visual
Processing During Word Recognition
by Shady El Damaty
Models of lexical retrieval suggest visual input during reading activates neural ensembles
as soon as the viewer begins scanning segments of visual information (Marslen-Wilson
[1987]). Support of these models is based on behavioral data from fast-reaction time
tasks showing that the initial sequence of a word is instrumental in 1) activating the
cohort of related word-forms and 2) selecting the form best matching the input. We
tested this theory using electrocorticographic recordings (ECoG) of cortical local field
potentials (LFP) taken from epilepsy patients while they viewed words and individual
letters on a laptop computer. Lexical processing of first-letter information was observed
in the form of a letter-specific negative event related potential (ERP) at 200 ms (N200) in
posterior cortex and a positive ERP after 300 ms in anterior cortex. Positive word form
related ERPs were observed again at posterior sites after activation of anterior cortex,
providing support for hierarchical models of object recognition. A spectral decomposi-
tion of intracranial EEG signals disclosed specific narrowband frequencies involved in
both differentiation of individual letter identities and lexical processing of word first
letter information. Similar patterns of of high–gamma band (65-128 Hz) activity in
occipito-temporal cortex were found to persist when letters were presented in isolation
or as the first part of a word. Broad tuning to letter stimuli in the form of high–gamma
band selectivity to both individual letters and word primary letters illustrates a poten-




Human language is a complex phenomena hypothesized to have appeared ∼100,000 years
ago along with other vital adaptations obtained throughout the evolutionary forging of
modern man (R. D. Martin [1998], Nichols [1998]). Based on archeological findings, the
emergence of complex social structures and economic systems in early human societies
appeared concurrently with the development of symbolic representations for language.
Mathematical thinking and complex reasoning resulting from cultural and environmental
pressures is thought to have necessitated early record keeping and written correspon-
dences (Goody [1987]). Consequentially, primitive written metaphorical forms based on
numerical abstractions borne of practicality later encouraged the development of more
advanced languages used to describe the world. The adaptable utility and expressive
power of these language systems is often ascribed to three distinctive features:
1. In a functional language system, inferential statements about objects in the envi-
ronment and their relations are constructed through symbolic representation. Most
importantly, the symbols chosen are arbitrary to the truth value of the statements
they compose (Pinker [1998]).
2. The construction of inferential statements is achieved by accessing a mental dic-
tionary, or lexicon, of every word in the speaker’s language. Phrases are assembled
recursively from entries in the lexicon, which are themselves composed of recur-
sive combinations of individual symbols chosen from an alphabet. The order of
each symbol is crucial in determining the meaning conveyed when recursively in-
dexing lexical entries to construct a word or phrase (Pinker [1998]). Languages
constructed in this way are defined as recursively enumerable and consequently are
effectively computable — that is, a recursively enumerable language may contain
a finite number of symbolic representations that may be combinatorially chosen
to generate infinite meanings (Chomsky [1965], George S. Boolos [2007]). This
provides the basis for creativity in a generative grammar system as originally de-
scribed by Wilhelm von Humboldt, “the infinite use of finite media” (von Humboldt
[1836]).
3. The appearance of symbols in the environment may contain information not only in
the immediate context but also in imagined circumstances simultaneously referring
2to the past, present and future. Naturally, memory processes are a fundamental
component of a functional language system (Marslen-Wilson [1985], Pinker [1991],
Ulman et al. [1997]).
Neuroscience has long been occupied with characterizing the physiological basis of lan-
guage acquisition, production and recognition by decomposing the fundamental features
of language into different processing stages distributed across the brain (Chomsky [1965],
Ellis [1998], Hauk et al. [2004], Humphreys & Riddoch [2006], Lachter & Bever [1988],
Marslen-Wilson [1987], Pinker [1991], Pulvermu¨ller [2005]). In accordance with gen-
eral theories of functional localization in the human brain, lesion studies and cognitive
neuroimaging experiments have provided support for a neuroanatomical organization of
language (Caplan [1992], Caramazza & Coltheart [2006], Cervenka et al. [2011], A. Mar-
tin [1998]). Along these lines, several models of word recognition supporting a neural
representation of language structure have been proposed (Levelt et al. [1999], Marslen-
Wilson [1985], McClelland & Elman [1986], McClelland & Rumelhart [1981], Pinker
[1991]). Among these models the cohort model has been thoroughly evaluated by be-
havioral experiments and also provides a theoretical framework for the neural processes
involved in access and maintenance of the mental lexicon (Marslen-Wilson [1987]). The
cohort model builds on its predecessor, the logogen model (Morton [1979]), by describ-
ing word recognition as an on-line process that integrates incoming information unto
internal representations constituting the cohort of lexical entries that best describe the
currently sampled information. Primary support for this model comes from a variety of
fast-reaction time experiments in which the subject is prompted with partial linguistic
information and instructed to infer word identity as quickly as possible. Based on these
experiments, the cohort model decomposes on-line word recognition into three process-
ing stages: access, selection and integration. Access involves mapping patterns from
the incoming stream of visual information simultaneously unto all internal representa-
tions that serve to facilitate recognition processes. More precisely stated, access is the
identification and conversion of relevant linguistic information into an invariant repre-
sentation containing the cohort of all related word forms. These activated word forms
can vary along many different featural dimensions such as: size, color, font, location,
semantics and temporal context. As more information becomes available, individual
forms are identified and selected during the selection stage. Selection is thought to
occur through a recurrent competitive mechanism in which neurons strongly tuned to
stimulus conditions are enhanced and weakly-activated neural representations are in-
hibited (McClelland & Rumelhart [1981]). Once the correct cohort is chosen from the
3lexicon, top-down interactions are hypothesized to facilitate higher-order functions such
as semantic associations and memory processing during the integration phase of the
cohort model (Marslen-Wilson [1973], Tanenhaus & Lucas [1987]).
Marslen-Wilson’s model places a special emphasis on the primary sequence of a word
during fast word recognition processes (fig. 1). The ‘earliness of word-recognition’ pro-
vides a constraint on the amount of information required for activation and selection
of the appropriate word form. Consequentially, this experimentally verified constraint
serves to support an important role for the initial symbolic sequence of a word during
lexical processing. This is exemplified in shadowing tasks, where the subject responds
directly to words as he encounters them by making an immediate detection response
to a word target (Marslen-Wilson [1985] for a review). Across conditions, experiments
consistently report a ∼200 ms latency for the recognition point of words based on the
primary symbolic sequence (Marslen-Wilson [1973]). Similarly, in lexical decision tasks
during speech recognition, subjects are instructed to indicate non-words as quickly as
possible. The reaction times for non-words was found to be constant from the recognition
of the first non-word phoneme, suggesting efficient detection and selection of internal
word form representations based on the word’s initial sequence (Marslen-Wilson [1987]).
Electrophysiological evidence of lexical cohort neural representations has been mainly
forwarded on the basis of latent event-related potential (ERP) components such as a late
negative-going wave at ∼400 ms (N400) in EEG signals (Desroches et al. [2009], Kutas
& Federmeier [2000], O’Rourke & Holcbomb [2002]). Unfortunately, scalp EEG-based
ERP analyses do not possess enough spatial resolution to uncover fast word recognition
processes. Eye movement studies have shown that by 400 ms after fixation, the eyes
would have already moved to the next word — thus the N400 wave occurs too late to
explain word recognition. (Sereno & Rayner [2003]). Intracranial recordings, however,
have shown object category information appearing in the temporal lobe as early as 100
ms following stimulus presentation, placing a lower limit on word recognition process
in association cortex (Liu et al. [2009]). In another highly cited experiment, electrodes
implanted in posterior fusiform gyrus frequently displayed a negative deflection at 200
ms (N200) for symbolic sequences but not faces or semantic context. Instead semantic
processing was to found to occur downstream in anterior fusiform gyrus as indicated
by a positive ERP component at 400 ms (P400) (Nobre, Allison, & McCarthy [1994]).
Although the temporal predictions of the cohort model have been consistently validated
by multiple experiments, there does not yet exist a captivating story of how language is
integrated across low-level distributed representations into a rich conscious experience.
4Figure 1: Schematic of Lexical Access and Selection. As information becomes
available to the visual system, features of the perceived stimulus activate all underlying
representations serving to facilitate recognition of the word. Competitive interactions
between nodes in the representation select the ensemble that best fits the currently
sampled information. In this schematic, the activity of neural ensembles related to the
letter H is sharpened as more information is revealed and the correct cohort is selected
from all possible representations.
Language is a fundamental component of consciousness and naturally presents a unique
challenge for biophysical models of brain function. Current depictions of the neural cor-
relates of lexico-semantic processing do not adequately address how language emerges
from distributed perceptual representations. Furthermore, the faculty of language is a
higher-order cognitive phenomena closely linked to self-awareness and thus must incor-
porate a mechanism for binding memory, perceptual and cognitive processes spatially
dispersed across the brain. In modern neuroscience, and philosophy of mind this re-
mains a non-trivial quandary known as the ‘hard problem’ of consciousness (Chalmers
[1996]). The temporal binding hypothesis addresses this problem by illustrating a role for
5synchronized neuronal activity as a binding mechanism for distributed representations
across separate brain regions. A growing corpus of evidence suggests local high frequency
rhythms in the gamma band (25-128 Hz) modulated by slow long distance oscillations
allow spatially dispersed neural circuits to synchronize with perceptual information and
perform computations by dynamically modifying their firing (Engel & Singer [2001] for
review). During visual recognition tasks, the high–gamma band (65-128 Hz) in par-
ticular has been implicated in processing of individual letter identities — fundamental
primitives in the structure of language (Jacobs & Kahana [2009]). Intracranial signals
from occipital and temporal cortex differentiated letters based on similarity of shape
and others differentiated letters by more abstract categorical information, suggesting an
invariant representation of letter identity in synchronized high frequency neural activity.
In this current study, we explore intracranial EEG recordings for first letter information
during visual word recognition. ERP analysis revealed signal components involved in
lexical processing of word first letter information in addition to differentiation of in-
dividual letter identities. A spectral decomposition of EEG signals disclosed specific
narrowband frequencies involved in differentiation of primary letters during reading of
words. In temporal and occipital cortex, similar patterns of high–gamma activity were
found to persist when letters were presented in isolation or as the first part of a word.
The timing of these signals corresponds with predictions of Marslen-Wilson’s model and
illustrate a potential neural substrate for processing of lexical cohorts during visual word
recognition.
Methods
Patients Electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings were analyzed for perceptual and
cognitive effects from 32 patients undergoing invasive treatment for drug-resistant epilepsy.
All patients volunteered to participate in our cognitive experiments in-between clin-
ical procedures during their 1-3 week monitoring periods. Each patient participated
in-between one and five testing sessions. The research protocol was approved by the
institutional review boards at Thomas Jefferson University Hospital (Philadelphia, PA),
Hospital at the University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, PA) and the University Clinic
in Freiburg, Germany. Informed consent was obtained from patients, or guardians in
the case of children.
6Electrophysiology Electrodes were placed in each subject by clinical teams for de-
marcating epileptic and functional brain tissue. Grid and strip electrodes were placed
on the surface of the cortex — effectively covering occipital, temporal, parietal, frontal
and limbic brain regions. Implanted electrode positions were confirmed by co-registering
a post-operative computed tomography scan with a higher resolution preoperative mag-
netic resonance image. The images were normalized to a standardized brain allowing
for the mapping of distinct brain regions and Brodmann areas as defined by Talairach
coordinates. Most electrodes were placed outside regions involved in seizure activity for
mapping of resection boundaries around tissue important for cognition. ECoG signals
were sampled at 250-1024 Hz using Bio-Logic, XLTek, Neurofile, Nicolet, or Neuralynx
recording systems. For each experimental session, all recordings were synchronized with
the patients behavior using electrically isolated optical pulses. Electrical line-noise was
notch filtered with a zero-phase-distortion Butterworth filter at 60 Hz (USA) or 50 Hz
(Europe). Further noise reduction was performed by referencing the recording from
each electrode to the average of all the electrodes on the same grid or strip. Data from
each electrode was filtered for artifacts by throwing out session trials with kurtosis val-
ues greater than 5 or with responses more than 12 standard deviations from the mean
activity of the 200 ms pre-stimulus baseline.
Task Each patient was tested in a letter working memory task and a word free re-
call task. In the free recall study, participants study lists of words on a bedside laptop
computer and attempt to recall as many items as possible after an arithmetic distrac-
tion task. Lists were comprised of 15 or 20 common nouns randomly chosen without
replacement from a pool of high-frequency English or German words — depending on
the patient’s native language. In the beginning of each trial, a fixation cross appears for
1.60 s to alert the patient to upcoming word presentations. The screen remains blank
for 0.80 - 1.20s after the fixation cross disappears. Words in all capital letters are then
sequentially presented for 1.60 s each. Every word presentation is separated by an inter-
val of random duration from 0.80 - 1.20 s. The temporal jitter in-between presentations
is important for dissociating physiological responses for successive word presentations.
After the list is presented, patients are asked to solve simple arithmetic problems for 20
s. This distractor task serves to correct for biases towards items at the end of the list.
Following the distractor task, participants are prompted with a row of asterisks and a
0.30 s tone to indicate the beginning of the recall period. Patients are then allotted 3
min to verbally recall list items in any order.
7In the Sternberg working memory task, participants were prompted with a fixation cross
for 0.275-0.350 s followed by sequential presentation of one to six letters on the screen
of a bedside laptop computer. The Sternberg task contains only consonants to prevent
patients from using mnemonic strategies to remember lists of letters as pronounceable
words or sounds. Each letter was presented for 0.70 s followed by 0.275-0.350 s of blank
screen. Patients were asked to silently hold the items in memory after attending to
each stimulus. Following presentation of each item, patients are presented with a probe
and asked to indicate whether the item was or was not in the study list by pressing a
key. After the key press, the computer indicated whether the response was correct and
a new list was presented. Some subjects were presented with all 19 consonants while
other subjects viewed only an 8 letter subset. All items in this study were large upper
case letters, although subjects were also presented with small lower case letters. Each
subject was presented with a total of 720 letters. Some items were presented more than
others, thus letters were included in the analysis only if they were presented at least 10
times.
Data Analysis The purpose of our analysis was to explore the electrophysiological
correlates of letter and word recognition by applying signal processing and statistical
techniques to direct human brain recordings. Since we were interested in the time
course of recognition processes during reading, only the 200 ms pre stimulus and 800 ms
post stimulus intervals of each trial were analyzed for the two memory tasks. The raw
EEG response for each trial was baselined relative to the 200 ms pre stimulus period
and smoothed with a 100 ms boxcar filter to compensate for trial-to-trial jitter. We
computed the primary letter word group ERPs by averaging the EEG signal across
presentations for groups of words beginning with the same letter in the free recall task.
The letter ERPs were similarly computed across trials of individual letter presentations
in the working memory task. An ANOVA across these groups was implemented at
each time point to uncover latent responses involved in word and letter recognition.
By computing the ANOVA at every time point, we effectively reveal the time course
of differentiation between letters and primary letter word groups. The normality of the
data was assessed with symmetry and kurtosis measures before applying this parametric
test. In order to address the issue of multiple comparisons, we binned the ERP responses
by averaging the signal in immediate (0-100 ms), early (100-300 ms), middle (300-500
ms) and late (500-800 ms) epochs. These bins were chosen to match ERP components
identified through inspection of individual examples across subjects. We recomputed
the ANOVA for letter and word tasks at each of these binned intervals and labeled
8a time interval as significant if p < 0.05. In summarizing the number of significant
electrodes, we employed a Bonferroni correction ( αNcomparisons) to evaluate the general
trends against a strict false positive rate. The distribution of the data did not change
with this correction, suggesting that less severe corrections do not reflect perpetuating
errors.
A Morlet wavelet transform (wave number of 6) was used to inspect EEG power spec-
tra at exponentially scaled frequencies (2x/8 Hz for x  8, 9, 10, ...56). The Morlet
wavelet scales with frequency thus allowing for a robust comparison between high and
low frequency time-varying signals. This approach is especially useful for analyzing
non-stationary signals with time-varying phase components. We confirmed dominant
frequency bands by computing a frequency autocorrelation using a statistical method
similar to signal autocoherence (Redish [2004]). Following identification of the most
active frequencies across all electrodes with Morlet wavelets, we computed the Hilbert
transformation from the line-noise filtered EEG across δ (1-3 Hz), θ (4-8 Hz), α (9-12
Hz), β (14-28 Hz), low-γ (25-55 Hz) and high-γ (65-128 Hz) frequency bands. For each
trial, the Hilbert amplitude was smoothed using a 100 ms boxcar filter and normalized
relative to the pre stimulus mean session baseline. Similarly to the ERP analysis, we
computed the ANOVA at each time point to identify time intervals involved in differen-
tiating letters and words grouped by their first letter. To address the issue of multiple
comparisons, the Hilbert amplitude was binned in immediate (0-100 ms), early (100-200
ms), intermediate (200-500 ms) and late (500-800 ms) time intervals. Note the early
and middle epochs are defined differently than for the ERP analysis. This is due to
differences in the time course of the Hilbert response compared to ERP. An ANOVA
was recomputed across the binned Hilbert amplitude for primary letter word groups and
letters — where for a given electrode, an interval was considered significant if p < 0.01.
To determine whether the response for individual letters was related to the response for
words beginning with that same letter, we computed Pearsons correlation coefficient to
compare the Hilbert amplitude for letters and words at early (0-200 ms), middle (200-
500 ms) and late (500-800 ms) only for electrodes with tuning to both letters appearing
alone and also in the context of a word. We binned the immediate and early time bins
together for electrodes with broad-tuning to letter identity since these electrodes often
responded towards the end of the immediate interval. Within-region primary letter ef-
fects were summarized by computing the percentage of electrodes showing significant
primary letter related responses as well as a positive correlation (r > 0).
9Lexical Processing




Patient #8 Right Occipital Cortex
Figure 2: ERP primary letter effects in occipital cortex of patient #8. Lexical
processing of primary letter word forms in patient #8 occurred later than selection
of individual letter forms. Sensitivity to individual letter forms frequently peaked at
multiple post stimulus-latencies. A N200 letter identity related peak followed by a more
significant P300 wave was found in posterior sites. Temporal cortical areas possessed
similar N200 activity but peaked in response to letter identity at 400 ms (P400). In
posterior occipital sites, word form sensitive ERPs were observed as a negative going
wave at 200 ms (N200) and more strongly as a positive deflection centered around
400 ms post stimulus. Black dotted lines illustrate the average response across all
presentations for words (column 1) or letters (column 2). The stimulus group with the
highest or lowest amplitude at the time point of the minimum p value is indicated in
red or blue respectively. A horizontal bar in included above each ERP plot to illustrate
clusters of significant ANOVA p values (p < 0.01).
Results
ERPs in Lexical Processing We explored lexical processing of first letter informa-
tion during word recognition by computing an ANOVA across the mean ERP response
for primary letter word groups in immediate (0-100 ms), early (100-300 ms), interme-
diate (300-500 ms) and late (500-800 ms) time bins. These effects were summarized
by counting the number of within-region electrodes possessing a significant ANOVA p
10




















































































































































































































































































































































Channels D & E
Lexical Processing
(Primary Letter Word Groups)
Letter Processing
(Individual Letter Presentations)
Patient #8 Right Fusiform Gyrus
Figure 3: ERP primary letter effects in ventral temporal cortex of patient
#8. Anterior fusiform gyrus exhibited later stimulus related ERPs compared to pos-
terior fusiform sites. The latency difference in stimulus related responses was greater
for words than for letters, suggesting a role for posterior fusiform gyrus in early lexical
processing. Black dotted lines illustrate the average across ll presentations for words
(column 1) or letters (column 2). The letter group with the highest or lowest amplitude
at the time point of the minimum p value is indicated in red or blue, respectively. A
horizontal bar illustrating clusters of significant p values is included above each ERP
plot.
value (p < 0.01) at each post stimulus interval (fig. 4a). The same analysis was re-
peated for individual letter presentations in order to address whether the same regions
responded to letters in isolation as well as when letters appeared as the first part of a
word (fig. 4b). The percentage of within-region letter sensitive electrodes was consid-
ered significant if it exceeded the level expected by chance (1%). Out of 3489 analyzed
electrodes, 166 (4.8%) differentiated primary letter word groups and 238 (6.8%) were
tuned to individual letters. Very few of these electrodes exhibited both letter and word
primary letter sensitive ERP signals (< 1%). Immediate access (0-100 ms) of individ-
ual letter forms was detected in occipital and parietal ERP signals whereas access of
word forms by their primary letter primarily drove frontal cortical networks during this
interval. Widespread cortical activation in response to letter and word primary letter
information peaked 300-500 ms following stimulus presentation — illustrating a time
course for top-down feedback onto sensory processing. Rare electrodes with sensitive
responses to both letters and words were often found in occipital and temporal cortex
at early and intermediate latencies. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate examples of right hemi-
sphere sites from patient #8 with joint letter and word primary letter ERP effects. In
posterior occipital structures, letter sensitive responses were observed first as a negative
going wave at ∼200 ms (N200) followed by a stronger positive ERP component at ∼300
11




























Figure 4a: Within-region summary of word primary letter sensitive
ERPs. The average ERP in immediate (0-100 ms), early (100-300 ms), intermedi-
ate (300 - 500 ms) and late (500-800 ms) post stimulus time intervals was compared
across groups of words beginning with the same letter. An electrode was considered
sensitive to primary letter information at a particular time interval if the probability of
rejecting the null hypothesis of no difference between groups was < 0.01. Across 3489
electrodes, the latency of primary letter related responses varied substantially between
cortical areas. Within 0-100 ms of stimulus presentation, 2.0% of frontal cortical elec-
trodes exhibited ERPs sensitive to word primary letters. Occipital electrodes did not
begin showing significant primary letter related responses until 100-300 ms after stimu-
lus presentation. Activation in response to words increased with time across cortex —
peaking at the intermediate epoch in parietal (3.1%), frontal (2.9%), occipital (2.7%)
and temporal (1.4%) lobes. In the late post stimulus interval, the percentage of word
primary letter sensitive electrodes dropped below the level expected by chance in all
regions except in frontal (1.3%) and occipital cortex (1.1%).
ms (P300) whereas word related ERPs exhibited a residual N200 effect followed by a
positive component centered ∼400 ms (P400). Neural LFP activity within the fusiform
gyrus differentiated word forms by their primary letter at early intervals (∼200 ms) for
posterior sites and late intervals for anterior sites. Similarly to sites in occipital cor-
tex, differentiation of word primary letter identity in posterior fusiform gyrus peaked at
N200 and appeared again at similar levels at P300 for individual letters. Downstream
sites in anterior fusiform gyrus also possessed an N200 letter identity effect followed by
peak letter differentiation activity at 300 ms whereas sensitivity to primary letter word
groups was observed after 400 ms.
Word Primary Letter Effects The distribution of word primary letter sensitive
electrodes varied substantially across cortical regions but was not different in between
hemispheres. Immediate primary letter effects were observed most predominantly in
frontal (2.0%) cortex within 100 ms of word presentation. Very few posterior electrodes
showed significant word primary letter effects immediately after the word was presented.
Significant primary letter related processing in early visual area was not observed until
12




















Within-Region Letter Related ERPs




























Figure 4b: Within-region summary of letter sensitive ERPs. Similarly to
the analysis of word presentations, the average ERP in immediate, early, middle and
late time intervals was evaluated across individual letter presentations. An ANOVA
revealed variant timing of significant letter related ERPs across brain regions (p < 0.01).
Overall, the number of electrodes involved in letter recognition increased with time,
peaking during the late epoch for occipital (18.2%), temporal (2.7%), parietal (3.1%)
and limbic (2.0%) cortical regions. Immediately following stimulus presentation, ERP
letter differentiation was most predominant in occipital (4.8%) cortex with moderate
activation in parietal, limbic (1.4%) and (1.9%) and frontal (1.3%) areas. Frontal
cortical regions also showed early sensitivity to letters (1.2%), peaking at early (1.3%)
and intermediate (1.1%) post stimulus epochs.
100-300 ms following stimulus presentation. Brain-wide sensitivity to words grouped
by their first letter occurred 300-500 ms following word presentation in parietal (3.1%),
frontal (2.9%), occipital (2.7%) and temporal (1.4%) cortex.
Individual Letter Effects Since we were interested in brain patterns that distin-
guish words by their first letter, we performed the same analysis on intracranial EEG
responses for solitary letter presentations during a working memory task. As with word
responses, there was considerable variation in the regional and temporal distribution but
no hemispheric effect of letter sensitive ERPs (fig. 4b). Letter stimuli drove immediate
significant responses most predominantly in occipital (4.8%) and parietal (1.9%) corti-
cal regions. Brain-wide ERP sensitivity for individual letter presentations peaked in the
late epoch for all brain regions but the frontal lobe. The percentage of letter-sensitive
electrodes in frontal cortex was found to decrease with time, reaching a minimum at
500-800 ms. Within this late epoch, 18.2% of occipital, 2.7% of temporal, 3.1% of
parietal and 2.0% of limbic electrodes differentiated letter identity, suggesting strong
top-down activation of early visual areas and downstream processing networks.
Spectral Analysis of Lexical Processing. Lexical processing during word recogni-
tion is widely hypothesized to occur in parallel across spatially distributed hierarchical
13
Patient # 8 Channel B
Lexical Processing of Word Forms by Primary Letter 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Processing of Individual Letter Forms
Figure 5: Lexical processing in the spectral domain. Task related fluctuations
in low and high frequency oscillatory activity was found to be involved in differentiation
of word groups by their primary letter. A reliable increase in gamma and theta band
amplitude ∼200 ms after stimulus presentation was observed across stimulus specific
sites, as illustrated in column 1. A 1-way ANOVA conducted across stimulus groups for
the power at each time-frequency point revealed functional oscillatory bands involved in
distinguishing primary letter word forms. Illustrated in column 2 is the −log10 p value
for this test. Only significant p values (p < 0.05) were included in the figure. Fundamen-
tal frequency bands and their interactions were further described by an autocorrelation
analysis. During lexical word processing, gamma oscillations are inversely correlated
to alpha power and positively correlated with low frequency and beta rhythms. How-
ever, letter presentations induce an inverse relationship between beta and low frequency
bands. Furthermore, individual letter processing was found to involve suppressed beta
activity during increased gamma power, suggesting a context-specific role for beta in
lexical processing.
stages (Marslen-Wilson [1987], Sahin et al. [2009], Tanenhaus [1998]). Here, we ex-
plore whether lexical processes involved in word recognition are mediated by underlying
neural oscillatory activity. We hypothesized that neural oscillatory patterns distinguish-
ing words by their first letter would reappear during processing of individual letters.
Indeed, many subjects exhibited spectral responses in accordance with previously pub-
lished results on letter identity tuning in the frequency domain (Jacobs & Kahana [2009],
van Gerven et al. [2013]). As illustrated in individual examples (fig. 5), increases in
gamma (25-128Hz) and theta (4-8 Hz) power were frequently observed approximately
200 ms after presentation of letters or words, earlier than indicated by ERP analysis.
From the Morlet spectrogram, we identified principle task-related frequency bands by
14
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Left Middle Temporal Gyrus










(Primary Letter Word Groups)
Letter Processing
(Individual Letter Presentations)
Figure 6: Broad-tuning to letter identity in the high–gamma band. LFPs
recorded from patient # 9 during letter and word recognition were filtered in the
hi h–gamma band (65-128 Hz) and normalized to the average session baseline. 1-way
ANOVA revealed time intervals during which gamma amplitude significantly differen-
tiated individual and word primary letters. Significant p value clusters (p > 0.01) are
indicated in horizontal bars above each amplitude plot. µ units are in standard z
score.
computing an autocorrelation across exponentially scaled frequencies, a statistical tech-
nique comparable to signal autocoherence (Redish [20 4]). Using this information, we
calculated the Hilb rt transform across delta, theta, alpha, beta, low–gamma and high–
gamma bands as defined in the methods. To control for the family-wise error rate during
hypothesis testing, the Hilbert amplitude was binned into immediate, early, middle and
late time bins. A 1-way ANOVA across trials of primary letter word groups and indi-
vidual letters was computed at each bin to characterize the time course of neural lexical
processes. Across sites, we observed significant letter identity effects (p < 0.01) in all
analyzed frequency bands (fig. 7a, 8a). High–gamma band oscillations possessed the
highest degree of sensitivity to primary letter word forms (14%) and individual letter
identities (22%). In contrast to results from the ERP analysis of lexical processing, a
significant percentage of channels exhibited tuning to both individual letters and pri-
mary letter word forms in the high–gamma band (6%). Overall, letter identity was
15
more strongly differentiated when presented in isolation than when presented as the
first part of a word. This is indicated by the drastic difference of the ANOVA p value
magnitude for letters and words. Across many of these broadly-tuned sites, beta activ-
ity was enhanced with gamma during word presentations and suppressed for individual
letter processing. Compared to letter responses, alpha rhythms were more consistently
inhibited throughout the post stimulus interval during word recognition. These find-
ings suggest that neural processing of word information can involve a different set of
functional frequency bands compared to individual letter recognition. However, gamma
activity is important for processing both types of information (fig. 5). Individual ex-
amples of high–gamma band responses during lexical and individual letter processing
are illustrated in figure 6. In accordance with the ERP analysis, downstream sites in
anterior ventral temporal cortex respond at greater latencies for word recognition pro-
cesses. The latency difference between letter and primary letter word forms decreases
towards posterior temporal areas (fig. 2,3) — where letter and word information appear
at similar post stimulus intervals, as shown in figure 6.
Word Recognition Effects in the Spectral Domain Information about the first
letter of a word was represented across all analyzed frequency bands — however, primary
letter related neural oscillatory activity was most predominant in beta and high–gamma
band LFP signals. Electrodes placed within the right hemisphere were more likely to
differentiate words by their first letter by modulating their amplitude within these bands
(fig. 7a). Other frequency bands did not show a substantial hemispheric difference in
the level of primary letter sensitive electrodes. The beta band sensitivity for word
primary letters peaked at 200-500 ms in the right hemisphere (6.8%). Whereas high–
gamma band primary letter sensitive responses exhibited high levels of activation in the
right hemisphere across a variety of latencies, peaking within the late epoch (7.1%). To
further examine the spatiotemporal organization of lexical processing in the high–gamma
and beta bands we computed the within-region percentage of significant electrodes at
each post stimulus interval. Immediately following stimulus presentation, high–gamma
word primary letter sensitivity was most frequently observed in occipital (7.3%) and
limbic (5.5%) electrodes (7b). A smaller effect was also observed in temporal (3.3%),
parietal (2.5%) and frontal regions (1.5%). Primary letter related high–gamma occipital
responses were prominent at all post stimulus intervals except 100-200 ms after stimulus
presentation. The high degree of primary letter sensitivity in early visual areas at
increasing post stimulus latencies partially supports a role for high–gamma band activity










































































Figure 7a: Summary of word recognition in the spectral domain. LFPs
recorded during word presentations were Hilbert transformed into δ (1-3Hz), θ (4-8 Hz),
α (9 - 12 Hz), β (14-28 Hz), low–γ (25-55 Hz) and high–γ (65-128Hz) signals. A one-
way ANOVA across the Hilbert amplitude in immediate (0-100 ms), early (100-200 ms),
intermediate (200-500 ms) and late (500-800 ms) time intervals was conducted to reveal
word primary letter sensitive responses. We then counted the number of electrodes
showing significant responses within each frequency band at each time interval. Primary
letter sensitivity was observed at significant levels ( > 1%) in all frequency bands across
time. Lexical processing of first letter information appeared most frequently in right
hemisphere high–γ band responses across all post stimulus intervals, peaking within
the late epoch (7.1%). Right hemisphere oscillatory LFP responses in the β band at
the intermediate post stimulus interval also exhibited similarly high levels of primary
letter sensitivity (6.8%).
Word primary letter related beta effects were most predominantly observed in parietal
cortical LFPs beginning at 100-200 ms (4.7%), peaking within 200-500 ms (7.8%) and
dropping off 500-800 ms (3.5%) following stimulus presentation (7c). The percentage of
word primary letter sensitive electrodes in temporal and frontal cortex also appeared to
change linearly with the level of parietal beta sensitivity.
Letter Recognition Effects in the Spectral Domain Letter recognition processes
were analyzed in the spectral domain in order to identify neural oscillations involved in
lexical processing of letters. The Hilbert amplitude for letter presentations was found
to differentiate individual letters across delta, theta, alpha, beta, low– and high–gamma
17































Figure 7b: Within-region summary of word recognition in high–γ band.
Word primary letter sensitive high-γ band amplitude was found to primarily drive
occipital electrodes across all immediate (0-100 ms), intermediate (200-500 ms) and
late (500-800 ms) post stimulus epochs. Multiple latent peaks in stimulus related high–
gamma activity indicate coordination of distributed cell assemblies involved in lexical
word processing































Figure 7c: Within-region summary of word recognition in β band. Cortical
β band LFPs possessed sensitivity to words grouped by their first letter across all post-
stimulus epochs and regions. A parietal β word primary letter effect was instantiated
at 100-200 ms, peaking within 200-500 ms before reaching a minimum within the late
post stimulus epoch. The level of temporal and frontal sensitivity to word grouped by
their first letter increased and decreased along a similar time scale.
frequency bands, corroborating previously published results (van Gerven et al. [2013]).
The degree of cortical activation was found to be greater for letters than for words across
all bands except beta. Hemispheric differences were also observed in the proportion of
electrodes with letter sensitive gamma responses. In contrast to the right hemispheric
high–gamma effect for word presentations (11.6%), letter stimuli drove significant letter
related high–gamma activity in 18.7% of left hemisphere electrodes compared to 14.5%
in the right hemisphere. A prominent low–gamma effect was also observed within the
left hemisphere across all analyzed latencies (12.5%), suggesting a spatiotemporal or-
ganization for the hierarchical stages of lexical processing within the spectral domain
(fig. 8a). Letter sensitivity peaked 200-500 ms following stimulus presentation across
hemispheres in both the low– and high– gamma bands, earlier than the late 500-800 ms
peak for word primary letter recognition processes in the right hemisphere. Elevated










































































Figure 8a: Summary of letter recognition in the spectral domain. Rhythmic
LFP activity was found to differentiate individual letters across all analyzed frequency
bands. Of these frequency bands, γ band responses exhibited the highest degree of letter
sensitivity across all analyzed electrodes. Letter related low– and high–γ band signals
appeared most frequently in the left hemisphere across all post stimulus epochs peaking
200-500 ms at 7.8% and 15.6% respectively. The right hemisphere also responded to
letters in the γ band to a greater extent (14.5%) than for word grouped by their first
letter (11.7%).
occipital, temporal, parietal, frontal and limbic cortical areas (fig. 8b). Letter sensitive
high–gamma responses were primarily found in the occipital lobe 200-500 ms following
stimulus presentation (32%). Letter related high-gamma activity also peaked within
the 200-500 ms interval in temporal (16.4%) and frontal (4.8%) cortex, suggesting an
intermediate latency for brain-wide processing of letter forms. Parietal high-gamma sen-
sitivity to individual letters did not peak until the late post stimulus period (11.2%). In
contrast to high–gamma band effects, letter related low–gamma oscillatory activity did
not significantly drive early visual areas immediately after letter viewing (8c). Instead,
parietal and frontal cortical areas were most strongly sensitive to individual letters im-
mediately following letter presentation (7.7% and 7.8% respectively). Letter identity
sensitive low–γ responses in occipital cortex became significantly elevated beginning
200-500 ms (18.0%) and peaking 500-800 ms (18.6%) post stimulus.
19































Figure 8b: Within-region summary of letter recognition in high–γ band.
Letter recognition processes in high–γ band oscillatory activity occurred most frequently
within occipital electrodes, 200-500 ms following stimulus presentation (32%). Frontal
and temporal cortical areas also exhibited a peak in letter sensitive high frequency
oscillatory activity within this time interval (4.8%, 16.4%).































Figure 8c: Within-region summary of letter recognition in low–γ band.
Letter recognition effects in the low–γ band varied across regions by post stimulus
latency. Immediately following stimulus presentation, letter identity sensitive responses
were primarily found in parietal (7.7%) and frontal cortex (7.8%). Early visual area
began exhibiting significant levels of low-γ letter sensitivity 100-200 ms post stimulus
(5.8%), dramatically increasing in intermediate (18.0%) and late (18.6%) epochs.
Spatially Localized Lexical Processing in High–Gamma A question of paramount
interest is whether neural activity tuned to primary letter word forms is also similarly
tuned to individual letter forms at a particular site. Electrodes with both word primary
letter and individual letter effects were thought to reveal neural ensembles with broadly-
tuned receptive fields for letter forms appearing in different contexts. Broad tuning to
individual letters would facilitate the detection and processing of individual words by
activating the cohort of related word forms based on primary letter. Indeed, broadly-
tuned high–gamma responses were found in occipital, temporal and limbic cortical LFPs
across all post stimulus intervals. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was computed for
broadly-tuned sites to gauge the linear relationship between high–gamma activity for
letters appearing in isolation or as the first element in a word. Using a linear model,
we show cohort related processing for individual letters is correlated to high–gamma
20












































r  = 0.90
Word Time:   284 ms
Letter Time:   598 ms
Patient # 9
Broad-Tuning to Letter Identity in High-Gamma LFPs
Channels A, B, C
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(Primary Letter Word Groups)
Letter Processing
(Individual Letter Presentations)
Letter in Word Context vs Solitary Appearance
(chosen at time point of maximum correlation)
Figure 9a: Linear correlation at broadly tuned sites in the high–gamma
band. Electrode sites possessing significant ANOVA p values in the high–γ for both
primary letter word groups and individual letters were analyzed for a strong linear
relationship between the responses for the two conditions. Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient was computed for the high–γ amplitude between word and letter conditions at all
possible pairs of time points. Column 3 indicates the time points at which the Hilbert
amplitude for letter and word presentations was most strongly correlated between the
two conditions.
patterns appearing during fast word recognition. Individual examples of first letter pro-
cessing in temporal lobe are illustrated in figure 9a. The intensity with which letter
related patterns appeared during early word recognition varied across sites in occipital
and temporal cortex, but frequently occurred in conserved temporal windows depending
on the task context. Word primary letter related high–gamma amplitude fluctuations at
intermediate latencies (200-500 ms) appeared in similar patterns throughout the letter
recognition response period at a majority of broadly-tuned sites, peaking at 500-800 ms
after letter viewing (∼ 70%, fig. 10). Figure 9b illustrates temporal clusters of high–
gamma rhythms exhibiting a linear correlation for letters and words at the same site.



































































































Temporal Correlation Clusters in High-Gamma LFPs
Channels A, B, C
CA B
Figure 9b: Spatiotemporal lexical processing in temporal cortex. Pearson’s
correlation coefficient was computed between the high–γ response for letters appearing
in isolation or as the first element in a word at all possible time points. Temporal
clusters falling in early, middle or late intervals were found across broadly-tuned tem-
poral cortical sites. In fusiform gyrus, early letter activation patterns appeared during
late word processing at more posterior sites (panel A). In anterior fusiform sites (panel
B) and middle temporal gyrus (panel C), neural patterns of activation during inter-
mediate latency word processing was highly correlated to neural activity during letter
recognition. A second, more latent, temporal cluster indicating activation of letter-
related cohorts was also observed at these sites during late letter and intermediate
word recognition processes.
processing stages incorporate letter lexical information up until 500 ms following viewing
of an individual word.
Discussion
Soon after early childhood, language users can develop the capability to quickly rec-
ognize symbolic sequences corresponding to expressions in their language. How is it
that we can readily detect patterns in the world and rapidly map them to their seman-
tic equivalents? Neurophysiological experiments and computational models of object
recognition indicate the utility and efficiency of human language can be realized as a
hierarchy of distributed processes operating in parallel (Hirtle & Jonides [1985], Kourzi
& Connor [2011], Logothetis & Sheinberg [1996], Mesulam [1990], Riesenhuber & Poggio
[1999]). As a preliminary stage in that hierarchy, the lateral occipital complex (LOC)
has emerged as an important structure involved in fast recognition of familiar objects
(Kanwisher [2001]). EEG studies probing the electrophysiological correlates of percep-
tual expertise in area LOC have implicated a negative going wave at 200 ms (N200) after
fixation on a presented object (Curran [2008]). Intriguingly, the LOC N200 wave has
also been shown to be involved in perceptual closure — a cognitive pattern completion
22
phenomenon (Sehatpour et al. [2006]). From the perspective of visual word recogni-
tion, the posterior N200 wave appears to instantiate the earliness of word form access
and selection proposed by Marslen-Wilson [1987]. Our results go further to suggest
high–gamma band activity is an underlying component of the N200 and may serve as a
binding mechanism for letter information during lexical access of word representations.
Marslen-Wilson’s lexical cohort model of word recognition also outlines predictions for
the integration of sensory information with internal semantic representations. The inte-
gration phase strives to explain how words can be recognized in semantic context and
ultimately how semantic representations are related to their sensory cohorts. Along
these lines, fMRI semantic categorization experiments have suggested that semantic in-
tegration occurs downstream in the hierarchy of object recognition processes (Freedman
et al. [2003], Jiang et al. [2006]). Classical semantic memory experiments with scalp
EEG have reported a positive-going wave peaking after 300 ms is evoked when the sub-
ject must access their semantic memory to construct meaningful relations between their
current and past experiences in the world (Du¨zel et al. [1997]). Along with scalp EEG,
intracranial recordings have delineated a possible time course for semantic integration
as a positive component in frontal and posterior occipito-temporal cortex after 300 ms
(Scholl et al. [in press]) and 400 ms post stimulus onset in ventral temporal cortex (No-
bre, Allison, & McCarthy [1994]). In the context of Marslen-Wilson’s model, the N200
and later positive components potentially portray bottom-up and top-down recurrent
computational processes involved in sensory processing and contextual selection during
recognition of symbolic sequences belonging to a language user’s lexicon. A challenge
we have undertaken is to pursue clear electrophysiological evidence of hierarchical dis-
tributed parallel processes involved in distinguishing lexical entries based on a cohort
selection mechanism.
In this work, we describe findings from a preexisting intracranial EEG database con-
taining signals recorded during letter and word working memory tasks. In order to
relate our results to experimental evaluations of Marslen-Wilson’s model, we sought to
replicate previous findings using ERPs. Across our dataset, the latency distribution of
letter/word related ERP components agrees well with previous findings of a 325-500
ms latency for the recognition point of spoken words (O’Rourke & Holcbomb [2002]).
Frontal cortical sites often responded to words based on their first letter immediately
(0-100 ms) after stimulus presentation and also during the 300-500 ms post stimulus
periods. Early frontal activation was followed by the emergence of occipto-temporal
selectivity for word primary letters at ∼ 300 ms. Peak activation of parietal cortex in
the context of word primary letters appeared to occur after the recruitment of vision
23














































Figure 10: Summary of broadly-tuned high–gamma during lexical process-
ing. The high–γ Hilbert amplitude was averaged into early (0-200 ms), intermediate
(200-500 ms) and late (500-800 ms) time bins and compared for similar patterns of
activity during letter and word recognition tasks. Individual sites exhibited conserved
patterns of activity for letter forms appearing both in isolation or in the context of a
word. Approximately 70% of these sites showed intermediate and late letter-related
patterns corresponding to neural activation during processing of first letter information
during word recognition.
and association cortex. Our results bridge a potential discrepancy in the latency for
semantic integration reported from scalp and intracranial EEG recordings during stim-
ulus categorization tasks. In our dataset, a letter specific P300 wave was occasionally
followed by a P400 wave within occipital and temporal cortex (fig. 2). Taken in con-
junction with Scholl et al. [in press] and Nobre, Allison, & McCarthy [1994], the results
reported in this work support the P300 and P400 waves as spatially organized recursive
instances of distributed representations for lexical processing. In contrast to processing
of whole word forms, early frontal activation was not observed at significant levels during
recognition of individual letters. Instead, individual letter identities were represented
at significant levels in occipital and temporal cortex up to 200 ms following stimulus
presentation in line with previously reported latencies for object recognition processes
(Liu et al. [2009]). Brain-wide activation in response to individual letters increased over
time, peaking during the late post-stimulus period for all cortical regions except frontal
cortex — suggesting a time course for top-down activation of downstream networks in
vision and association areas. The involvement of frontal cortex in early visual process-
ing of individual word but not letter forms is likely due to the high working memory
load of the free recall task. Previous experiments using high-density scalp electrode
arrays have reported early activation of frontal cortex in attention demanding tasks —
an indication that many iterative cycles between anterior and posterior networks may
occur within the first 200 ms of stimulus presentation (Foxe & Simpson [2002]). Taken
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in the context of our results, early access of individual word forms in posterior struc-
tures is a process that may be subject to early top-down feedback before the word form
selection point. Along these lines, the most current iteration of Marlen-Wilson’s lexical
cohort model stresses the importance of contextual constraints in early word recognition
(Marslen-Wilson [1987]). Although initial access may be completely driven by only sen-
sory information, Marslen-Wilson concedes top-down interactions can serve to facilitate
lexical selection processes once the primitive perceptual structures have been sufficiently
activated. However, it remains to be demonstrated whether early activation of frontal
cortex is positively correlated with subject performance in attention demanding tasks
such as in free recall tasks or semantically ambiguous contexts.
Although our ERP analysis fits well with the temporal predictions of the lexical cohort
model, the neural complexity underlying the hierarchical organization of word recogni-
tion processes in the brain still remains a wonderful mystery. The periodic substructural
organization of ERP components related to perception and cognition can be explored
with spectral decomposition and statistical analyses. With this approach, many experi-
ments have reported the presence of an oscillatory hierarchy in stimulus specific responses
during sensory processing. Multi-unit activity recordings within the macaque auditory
cortex have illustrated amplitude modulation of theta by delta and subsequently gamma
amplitude by theta in response to rhythmic auditory inputs (Lakatos et al. [2005]). Sim-
ilar modulation patterns have also been observed in humans as evidenced by intracranial
EEG recordings. Canolty et al. [2007] demonstrate the role of high–gamma activity as
an indicator of local language-related interactions in superior temporal gyrus during
spoken word recognition. Local high frequency activity was modulated between distant
cortical sites by slower oscillations, most particularly in the theta band — suggesting
a role for theta as a task-related organizer of spatially distributed cell assemblies as
originally proposed by Fries [2005]. Along with theta rhythms, synchronized gamma
activity is a neurophysiological phenomena hypothesized to serve as a temporal binding
mechanism for neural representations distributed across the brain (Salinas & Sejnowski
[2001]). Along these lines, intracranial EEG recordings during individual letter view-
ing have reported spatially clustered stimulus-specific responses in high–gamma band
activity functionally coupled by theta rhythms (Jacobs & Kahana [2009]).
In this paper, we demonstrate high–gamma band tuning to individual letters persists
when the letter appears as the first component of a word. Overall, more letter sensitive
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sites were detected within narrowband amplitude fluctuations compared to the unfil-
tered EEG signal. Word related narrowband signals often appeared earlier in occipito-
temporal cortex than indicated by ERP analysis, suggesting that fast visual processing
is best analyzed in the frequency domain. Across the frequency spectrum, high–gamma
and beta band rhythms were the most sensitive to the primary letter of a word. Letter
identity, whether appearing in isolation or in the context of a word, was most faithfully
represented by the amplitude of high–gamma fluctuations in occipito-temporal cortex.
A majority of sites broadly-tuned to letter identity letter also possessed similar patterns
(r > 0) of gamma activity for letters appearing in isolation or as the first element in a
word. Across many electrodes in vision and association cortex, the entire time course of
letter related responses showed positive correlations to word activity within narrow time
windows (fig. 9b). High–gamma rhythms during word selection (200-500 ms) were most
strongly correlated to late (500-800 ms) letter-related high–gamma responses (fig. 9a).
These findings suggest the time course of letter-related high–gamma activity contains
lexical information that may facilitate early word recognition processes. Beta ampli-
tude fluctuations related to word primary letters were observed to initiate in parietal
cortex at 100-200 ms and peak between 200-500 ms. Parietal beta activity is hypoth-
esized to serve as a coordinating mechanism between attention-mediated activation of
frontal decision circuits and early sensory areas, potentially serving an important role
in coordinating lexical access with cohort selection and semantic integration (Green &
McDonald [2008]). In conjunction with this role, animal studies have supported a role
for beta in sequential encoding of sensory stimuli into working memory and retrieval
from long-term memory (Engel & Fries [2010], Lisman & Buzsaki [2008], Siegel et al.
[2009]). Our results corroborate the involvement of parietal beta during high cognitive
demand, such as sequential memory encoding of long lists in the word free recall task.
In this context, we hypothesize semantic integration during early word recognition may
be instantiated by frontal selection processes mediated by parietal beta activity. A gen-
eral interpretation of these findings suggests a hierarchical neural representation of the
language user’s lexicon in the high–gamma band may serve to facilitate lexical access
and storage during symbolic recognition and incorporation of the conveyed meaning into
memory. This is hypothesized to be accomplished by fast local interactions in spatially
clustered neurons similarly tuned to distinguishing features of lexical entries. Depend-
ing on task conditions and attentional load, slower oscillations in theta and beta bands




Taken all together, our analyses portray a rich and complex picture of word recognition
processes. In support of Marslen-Wilson’s model, we find that primary letter information
is hastily fed forward into occipital cortex and is instrumental in activating distributed
representations of related lexical cohorts. Correlations between late letter and interme-
diate word responses indicate recurrent activity in vision and association cortex during
lexical processing is related to synchronized high–gamma rhythms. We also provide
partial evidence that lexical access and selection in visual cortex may be subject to
top-down contextual constraints. Modulation of early processing stages in the hierar-
chy of visual processing may be accomplished by frontal cortical assemblies mediated
by parietal beta activity. In the future, we would like to determine whether coherent
beta oscillations are involved in coordinating distributed stimulus-specific assemblies re-
verberating in the gamma frequency range during high attention load. A relationship
between behavioral performance, early frontal selection and dynamic fluctuations in the
EEG spectra would provide further evidence for hierarchical organization of neocortex
during lexical processing. Other avenues of future research include pursuing replication
of these effects in adults learning a second language. By testing subjects in a novel
language, we would hope to retrieve cleaner responses to individual letters and words
based on their orthographic representations. The LOC may well indeed play different
roles in expert and novel symbolic recognition, providing other exciting routes to follow.
Furthermore, we would like to definitively show that the first letter of the word is indeed
special during visual word recognition. To pursue this goal, we would like to quantify
the contribution of each letter in the word to the overall stimulus specific response. With
this quantification, we can determine whether similar patterns for different parts of the
word emerge also during individual letter recognition.
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